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EDITORIAL ABOUT TRANSNATIONAL MEETING AT BUDAPEST
All ROQET partners met in Budapest on the occasion of the 4th Transnational Meeting
hosted by Hungarian partner, SZAMALK on 9-10th May, 2012. The meeting was attended by
representatives of 8 partner institutes.

Tasks of project management were discussed on the first day. This panel was led by FMA.
Members analysed the financial part of the project and members analysed the financial part
of the project in order to consider the convenience of the submission of an amendment for a
better adjustment of the project in terms of activities, scheduling and financial resources.
FMA announced that a monitoring visit would be expected by the National Agency (OAPEE)
at the end of May, after the 4th Transnational Meeting. Therefore partners of ROQET project
went through the points the National Agency’s representatives are due to check.
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The next issue on the agenda of the Meeting had been the internal evaluation, which was
presented by an ISBO representative. The Hungarian member made a presentation on the
project dissemination and outlined the future plans. Project partners added their proposals
and accepted a plan for the further improvement of the existing ROQET website (a videopresentation will be made by SZAMALK on the main page of the website).
FMA summarised the current state of the organisation of the Final Seminar, which is planned
to take place in autumn of 2012 in Spain.
Then all partners were involved into discussing piloting and validation of QUTE platform and
the organisation of a coaching workshop afterwards.
The whole second day focused on QUTE. This had been a QUTE training seminar. PIA
representative introduced participants into QUTE platform and methodology by giving
presentation about:
•

QUTE basic and understanding

•

Creating School Infrastructure, QUTE link for the school campaign

•

Creating campaign

•

Analysis, understanding the data and explanation of the values

NEXT MEETING
Final Seminar
Autumn, 2012 Oviedo, Spain
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